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We investigated a set of oxygen-deficient RBa2Cu3O7⫺x (x⬇0.3) ceramic samples with Raman spectroscopy under resonant conditions for the defect-induced Cu-O chain related modes at 230 and 600 cm⫺1.
Emphasis was laid on the frequency and intensity of the modes for different rare-earth atoms, and especially on
their dependence under illumination. The modes display photoinduced bleaching for all R, including the
nonsuperconducting R⫽Pr. The dynamics of their bleaching following a temperature quench indicates similar
complex relaxation processes for all samples. A simple stretched exponential with a common ␤ ⫽0.36⫾0.04
and a distribution of time constants ranging from 50 to 1400 s describes our data well. We discuss our results
in connection to photoinduced chain-oxygen ordering in oxygen-deficient superconductors.
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PACS number共s兲: 78.30.-j, 74.72.Bk, 64.60.Cn, 73.50.Pz

I. INTRODUCTION

The oxygen content determines the conduction properties
in the RBa2Cu3O7⫺x family of high-T c superconductors,
yielding a superconducting transition temperature T c ⫽90 K
for the fully oxygenated orthorhombic phase, and T c ⬇60 K
for an oxygen-deficient phase 共for R⫽Y, x⬇0.4兲. For lower
oxygen contents the material becomes tetragonal and insulating 共in R⫽Y, x⬎0.6兲. The oxygen defects in nonstoichiometric material occur on the chain-oxygen site, interrupting
the Cu-O chains of the fully oxygenated material. On a macroscopic scale and for specific values of x, the oxygen defects may be ordered in particular ways as determined, e.g.,
from neutron scattering.1,2 Apart from the oxygen content,
the distribution of defects influences the conduction properties of the material. The ordering of the oxygen atoms
changes the average valence of the Cu atoms, which in turn
results in an increased doping of the superconducting CuO2
planes.3 A large experimental and theoretical effort has been
devoted to understanding the conduction and structural properties of the differently ordered phases.1–5
Oxygen-deficient samples were also found to show
slightly increased conductivity and T c under illumination.
The persistent photoconductivity 共PPC兲 effect and the photoinduced enhancement of superconductivity 共PES兲 is stable
after illumination at temperatures lower than 200 K, but the
original state recovers with annealing at higher
temperatures.6,7 The dynamics of the photoinduced effects
can be described by a stretched exponential,4 the so-called
Kohlrausch law for relaxation processes in disordered systems. The properties and dynamics of these PPC effects resemble those of a number of defect-induced Raman modes
occurring only in oxygen-deficient materials. These modes,
which were assigned to the Cu-O chains,8 lose intensity under illumination and recover with annealing in the dark.9 The
normally weak modes can be studied under resonant excitation at  exc⫽568 nm and behave similarly to PPC and PES
with respect to the bleaching.9–12
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Considering the similarities in the dynamics, it is tempting to connect the photoinduced effects on the electrical
properties to those on the defect-induced Raman vibrations.
The origin of these modes has been discussed by a number of
groups. They explain the defect modes in terms of Cu-O
chain vibrations, which are Raman forbidden for the infinite
chains of the perfect orthorhombic crystal, but which become
active due to the disorder of oxygen in the chains.13 Altering
the order by light-activated diffusion of chain-oxygen atoms,
which increases the length of chain fragments, would result
in a decreased defect density and an increased doping of the
conduction planes, which is compatible with both transport
and Raman-scattering observations.10–12,14 –16 However, in
spite of the assignment of the vibrational modes to the oxygen chains several points remain under discussion: First, the
mechanism of activation of the modes and second, whether
the dynamics of oxygen diffusion for an initial state at a
given temperature 共or quench兲 and a final state after illumination can account for its time dependence.
So far, most of the published work has been performed on
YBa2Cu3O7⫺x with a few reports confirming the effects of
PPC and photobleaching of the Raman signals also in
samples with a different rare-earth atom, R⫽Gd 共e.g., Ref.
10兲. Within the proposed oxygen diffusion model, the size of
the crystallographic unit cell, which directly depends on the
size of the rare-earth atom, should sensitively determine the
activation energy for oxygen diffusion. Apart from the increase in size, larger rare-earth atoms in the compound form
more tetragonal structures since the a axis, which is shorter
in fully oxygenated material, increases more with the ionic
radius than does the b axis.17
In this paper we studied the frequency and photoexcitation-time dependence of the defect-induced Raman
modes in a set of samples with different R 共R⫽Y, Er, Eu,
Sm, Nd, La, and Pr兲, also including R⫽Pr, the only nonsuperconducting variation of RBa2Cu3O7⫺x . Our study aims at
determining the parameters important for the photoexcitation
phenomena. We evaluated the photobleaching data using a
stretched exponential and analyzed the bleaching parameters
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as a function of the ionic radius of the rare-earth atom. We
find good agreement of our results with the model of oxygen
ordering and diffusion in the planes of the oxygen chains.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Our samples of ceramic RBa2Cu3O7⫺x were prepared by
a solid-state reaction of stoichiometrically mixed powders as
described in Ref. 18. The final sintering temperatures varied
from 950 °C to 970 °C in flowing oxygen for all R with the
exception of R⫽La, which was sintered at 970 °C in N2,
followed by annealing in oxygen. The oxygen content reduction was performed at 507 °C in an oxygen atmosphere of
14.5 mbar followed by a controlled cooling process, which
corresponds to x⫽0.3 for R⫽Y. 19 The same procedure was
followed for all ceramics of the R123 series, since the O2
pressure-temperature diagrams are very similar for R⫽Gd
共Ref. 20兲, Y, Pr, Nd, and La,21 except for La near maximum
oxygen stoichiometry. Nevertheless, for our La sample we
have measured a T c value of 94共1兲 and 10共3兲 K before and
after oxygen reduction, respectively. The latter is in good
agreement with literature data for an oxygen deficiency of
x⫽0.3.22 The samples were kept at room temperature in the
dark for several weeks and then quenched from 293 to 80 K
within 10 min using an Oxford cryostat. All bleaching measurements were recorded at 80 K on a previously unilluminated spot of the sample using a triple Dilor spectrometer in
backscattering geometry with a nitrogen-cooled chargecoupled device detector. For excitation the 568-nm line 共6
mW兲 of an Ar⫹-Kr⫹ laser was focused on a spot of about
100 m in diameter. The laser light served as excitation as
well as for bleaching of the samples. The bleaching was
observed by sequentially taking spectra with accumulation
times of 5 and 10 min for a total illumination period of two
hours.

FIG. 1. Raman spectra of ceramic samples of oxygen-deficient
RBa2Cu6O6.7 taken at T⫽80 K ( exc⫽568 nm). The spectra are
offset for clarity, but have the same integration time and scale factor. The defect-induced modes at 230 and 600 cm⫺1 are not Raman
allowed in the fully oxygenated, ideal crystal. In YBa2Cu3O6.7 these
modes are resonant at this excitation wavelength. The frequencies
of all modes depend on the radius of the rare-earth atom as shown
in Fig. 2.

distinguished in the La spectra, six peaks in two groups
around 230 and 600 cm⫺1 are present for R⫽Y 共234, 265,
291, 309, 579, and 597 cm⫺1兲.
An interesting aspect is the frequency shift of the two
defect-induced features with ionic radius as shown in Fig. 2.
Similarly to the Raman-allowed modes at 330 and 500
cm⫺1,24,25 they shift in opposite directions with (⫺65⫾8)
for the 230 and (58⫾10) cm⫺1/Å for the 600-cm⫺1 peak.
These slopes are smaller than those of the 330- and
500-cm⫺1 modes 关(⫺290⫾50) and (119⫾12) cm⫺1/Å, re-

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Raman spectra of all samples are shown in Fig. 1:
The spectra are arranged by order of the ionic radius of the
rare-earth atom 共and hence the tetragonality of the unit cell兲
with the smallest, Er, at the top. The allowed Raman modes23
at about 330 cm⫺1 共B 1g -like in D 4h 兲, and at 460 and 500
cm⫺1 共both A 1g -like兲 are visible in all spectra except for
those of R⫽Sm and Nd, where the 330 cm⫺1 mode is very
weak 共see position markers兲. The dominant features, however, are the defect-related structures at 230 and 600 cm⫺1.
The peaks around 230 cm⫺1 are clearly present for all R
including Pr. They gain in intensity for smaller ionic radii,
which can be seen on an absolute scale as well as in comparison to the intensity of the B 1g -like Raman-allowed mode
共see discussion of Fig. 3 below兲. The structures around 600
cm⫺1 are resonant as well, though weaker. In contrast to the
low-frequency group, they show no apparent systematic dependence of the intensity on the ionic radius of R. For R
⫽Pr the high-frequency peaks are missing completely. Apart
from the aspect of overall intensity, the spectra of the more
orthorhombic material are more complex than the tetragonal
ones. Whereas only peaks at 225, 263, and 598 cm⫺1 can be

FIG. 2. Frequency of the main defect-induced peaks 共a兲 for the
different rare-earth atoms in comparison to that of the Ramanallowed modes around 330 and 500 cm⫺1 共b兲. The triangles represent data for fully oxygenated samples taken from Ref. 24. Full
symbols correspond to T⫽80 K, open ones to room temperature.
The frequencies of the allowed modes in the 80-K spectra do not
deviate from the room-temperature data significantly and are not
shown. The systematic shift with ionic radius of the defect-induced
modes is similar to that of the Raman-allowed ones, but is less
pronounced.
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FIG. 3. Sequence of Raman spectra of continuously illuminated
R⫽Y and La samples. The frequency interval shown includes a
Raman-allowed and a defect-induced mode. The La spectra have
been multiplied by a factor of 4. Whereas the Raman-allowed mode
remains unperturbed, the intensity of the defect mode decreases
under the influence of light in both samples.

spectively兴. As already mentioned, an increase of the lattice
parameters is produced by increasing the rare-earth size.17
Thus, in principle a softening of the phonon energies could
be expected due to a reduction of the force constants. However, substituting a larger atom in the center does not
lengthen all bonds in the unit cell uniformly. Instead, the
distance between the Cu atom in the chains 共Cu1兲 共Ref. 26兲
and in the planes 共Cu2兲 decreases, while the separation of the
CuO2 planes increases such that an overall lengthening of the
c axis results. This explains the change in force constants for
the 330- and the 500-cm⫺1 modes in opposite directions. The
former corresponds to an OII-OIII out-of-phase vibration26
in the planes and softens, whereas the latter is a vibration of
the bridging oxygen atom between Cu1 and Cu2 and hardens.
For the defect-induced modes it is less clear why the two
modes related to the chain oxygen 共OI兲 shift in opposite
directions with an increasing rare-earth radius. An increased
unit-cell parameter 共b兲 would lead to an elongation of the
Cu1-OI bonds and hence to weaker stretching and bending
vibrational frequencies. While the latter is observed for the
230-cm⫺1 vibration in Fig. 2 the high-frequency mode at 600
cm⫺1 does not follow this simple explanation. Its hardening
with increasing rare-earth ionic radius, though weak, appears
to be linked in a more sophisticated way to that of the dependence of the OIV mode in fully oxygenated
RBa2Cu3O7⫺x as shown in Fig. 2共b兲. The frequencies of the
defect modes have been determined at two different temperatures 关see Fig. 2共a兲兴. As expected, they are slightly softer at
room temperature than at 80 K 共in agreement with the findings of Ref. 27 for R⫽Y兲.
After discussing the frequencies of the defect-induced
modes we now turn to their initial amplitude in the spectra
and their dynamics. In Fig. 3 a series of spectra is shown for
the R⫽Y and La samples in an expanded frequency interval
including the defect at 230 cm⫺1 in Y or 225 cm⫺1 in La and
one of the Raman-allowed modes 共340 and 300 cm⫺1, respectively兲. The first measurement is shown at the top, and
the illumination time grows up to two hours down at the
bottom. Turning to the La spectra, we find the Raman-

FIG. 4. Intensity of the peak at 230 cm⫺1 over illumination time
for ceramic samples of RBa2Cu3O6.7. For clarity, the lower three
curves were offset by the amounts given in the legend. The fits were
performed using a stretched exponential law with a common exponent ␤ ⫽0.36⫾0.04 for all data sets 共see Table I兲. The inset shows
the relaxation time  depicted versus the ionic radius of R.

allowed mode to keep the same amplitude in all spectra,
whereas the defect mode diminishes and finally vanishes in
the background. For R⫽Y, the situation is generally the
same, but the details differ. The defect mode is much larger
to start with; in comparison, the Raman-allowed mode is
hardly visible on the same scale. Furthermore, we observe
that the whole defect-induced structure decreases in the same
way pointing towards a close relation of the various peaks.
There are several possible reasons for the rare-earth dependence of the initial intensity of the defect-induced peak at
230 cm⫺1: First, all spectra were integrated over the same
finite time interval. The effect of photobleaching cannot be
separated from that of illumination during spectroscopy. The
rare-earth-substituted samples bleach with different rates and
hence have different intensities after the initial integration.
However, extrapolations of time-dependent measurements to
the initial intensities 共see Fig. 4, Table I, and a later discussion兲 still yield different values. Bleaching can therefore only
be part of the reason. Second, the intensity of the defect
TABLE I. Fit parameters for a stretched exponential function.
We performed a simultaneous fit with a shared 共but variable兲 exponent ␤ for all data sets.
RBa2Cu2O6.7
R
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Er
Y
Eu
Sm
Nd
Pr
La

Exponent ␤ ⫽0.36⫾0.04
Initial intensity I 0
Decay constant  (s)
4400⫾400
7400⫾500
3700⫾400
3400⫾300
1900⫾300
1200⫾100
2700⫾300

700⫾70
1400⫾200
170⫾40
350⫾50
160⫾60
170⫾70
50⫾15
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modes strongly depends on the exact oxygen content of the
sample, as is shown in Ref. 12 for R⫽Y. The apparent systematics in the initial amplitude could reflect that of oxygen
diffusion for different rare-earth atoms during preparation.
Third, the resonance profile was determined for a R⫽Y
sample 共maximum at 2.15 eV, width 0.17 eV, see Ref. 11兲,
and the wavelength with the strongest resonance in Y might
well be slightly ‘‘out of tune’’ for the other rare-earthsubstituted compounds, corresponding to a direct dependence of the resonant energy on R.
The considerably larger defect-induced modes for R⫽Y
after two hours are not only due to their larger initial amplitude, but also to a slower decay with time, upon which we
will focus now. Figure 4 shows the intensity of the 230-cm⫺1
defect mode versus illumination time for various rare-earthsubstituted samples. The origin of the time axis is set to the
beginning of the illumination. For all R the defect modes
decrease substantially with illumination time. The nonsuperconducting compound with R⫽Pr does not show exceptional
behavior in this respect. We evaluated the data using a
stretched exponential function,
I 共 t 兲 ⫽I 0 exp

冉冊
t


␤

⫹const.

This Kohlrausch law is applied to the relaxation processes in
disordered, amorphous, or complex systems such as glasses
and highly doped semiconductors28 and can be traced back
theoretically to a distribution of relaxation constants.29 In
this scenario  is interpreted as a relaxation time similar to
those in the usual exponential decay laws, while the exponent ␤ is related to a wide distribution of relaxation times or
to the degree and type of disorder.29 Accordingly, ␤ can be
interpreted as an indicator for the disorder in the chainoxygen pattern, which is believed to be frozen in during the
temperature quench.
Since we treated all samples alike in the quenching procedure, a common value of ␤ would be in good agreement
with the type of disorder suggested. In fact, fits to the data
sets of the individual samples yielded similar values for the
exponent, though in some cases 共R⫽Sm, Pr, and La兲 with
high statistical uncertainties. Taking ␤ to be the same for all
data sets 共but variable兲 we can fit our results with ␤ ⫽0.36
⫾0.04 and  and I 0 as given in Table I. The fits are also
shown in Fig. 4 and describe the data well. In contrast to the
exponent ␤, the decay constant  does depend on the rareearth atom. The values of  are depicted versus the ionic
radius of R in the inset to Fig. 4. The bleaching of the modes
tends to become faster for larger ionic radii. Within the
chain-oxygen ordering model a qualitative explanation could
be as follows. With increasing rare-earth radii the basal plane
bond lengths 共and lattice parameters a and b兲 increase, while
the orthorhombic distortion caused by the chain oxygens becomes less pronounced.17 The lengthening of the bonds decreases the activation energy necessary for the diffusion of
the oxygen atoms, which speeds up their reorganization
within the planes of the chains.
Aligia and Garcés3 showed that the average valence of the
chain Cu atoms changes with the reorganization of O atoms

in the chains in oxygen-deficient material. The doping of the
CuO2 planes by the Cu-O chains, in their model, is higher for
a mixture of Cu atoms with two and zero neighboring O
atoms than it is for an average of one neighboring oxygen
atom per Cu atom. Under certain conditions 共temperature
and oxygen-concentration dependencies兲, the two possibilities also have different total energy. This corresponds to the
different phases with varying oxygen content and temperature. They were investigated by a number of groups in theoretical as well as experimental approaches.2,5,30 They showed
that it is energetically favorable for the oxygen atoms in the
chains to not spread stochastically on the sites between Cu
atoms, but rather to become organized in patterns. For a deficiency of 0.5, the simplest pattern consists of alternating
full and empty chains, a configuration that has been found
and named the ortho-II phase. More complicated structures
for other oxygen concentrations, like the ortho-III phase or
patterns in which the oxygens form regular islands, were also
investigated.2
In the light of this work, explaining persistent photoconductivity and Raman mode bleaching could run as follows:
During the temperature quench, a state of disorder in the
distribution of oxygen atoms in the Cu-O chains becomes
frozen, when the relaxation times for reaching a new energetically more favorable state grow much longer than the
inverse cooling rate. This corresponds well to the results of
Nagel et al., who found a glasslike transition in the thermal
expansivity of oxygen-deficient material upon cooling at
about 280 K.31 This leaves the system in a disordered state,
in which neither the total energy nor the doping level of the
superconducting planes is at optimum. The number of defects, that is, open chain ends, are large right after the
quench. Illuminating the sample in this state provides the
activation energy for the oxygen atoms to change site. We
believe that during diffusion the energetically favorable superstructures form, increasing the doping level and the average length of the chains. The dynamics of this process will
likely be described as a relaxation in a glass, for which
stretched exponential laws have successfully been applied.
An increased conductivity and transition temperature and
their time dependencies are the direct consequence of the
above-described process. For the bleaching of the observed
defect modes reported here, the connection depends on the
activation mechanism of the defect-induced modes. A number of models have been discussed in the literature.12,11,16
The modes could be ⌫-point infrared-active modes activated
through the symmetry loss in oxygen-deficient material.
However, this would not explain the large number of peaks
that was observed, e.g., in the YBa2Cu3O7⫺x spectra 共Fig. 1兲.
Another possibility is that the modes are activated by a zone
folding caused by the formation of various superstructures of
the OI oxygen atoms.12 This, however, should yield shifting
numbers and frequencies of peaks for different oxygen contents, opposite to what has been observed so far. Assigning
the peaks to Cu2O monomers and oxygen-chain fragments as
in Refs. 10 and 16 can account for a larger number of peaks
as well as an unperturbed frequency. But in this case there
should be a clear and individual dependence of intensity of
each peak on the overall oxygen content, which could not be
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confirmed. We therefore argue in favor of a defect-induced
Raman visibility of the partial density of states corresponding to the phonon branches of the chains as calculated, e.g.,
by Kress et al.32 Within this model, the defects 共chain ends兲
make the structures appear in the spectra, and the lengthening of the chains during illumination corresponds to the observed decrease in intensity. This can explain the number of
peaks in the spectra and the fact that all additional peaks
behave similarly in the bleaching, reflecting a common origin. The systematic development in frequency and complexity of the defect structures for different rare-earth atoms is
then connected to the dispersion of the branches, which
slightly shift for different rare-earth atoms in place of R. This
is seen in the frequency dependence of the defect modes in
Fig. 2. The increased orthorhombicity accounts for the larger
number of modes distinguished for R⫽Er, Y, and Sm.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we observed defect-induced modes and
their bleaching under illumination in a series of samples of
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